[An immunological and clinical evaluation of combined TAE-LAK adoptive immunotherapy].
To clarify the immunological effects of transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) therapy for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), various immunological parameters were measured before and after TAE respectively. In most effective group of which AFP levels at first week after TAE therapy had decreased more than 50% compared with those before TAE, the percentage of OKT-4 and IL-2R positive cells in the peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) had significantly increased in number. In addition, IL-1, TNF, IL-2 and LAK activity were also enhanced by it. These immunological enhancement after TAE therapy was suggested to be a favourite condition for transferring LAK cells to the patients with HCC. Therefore the combination therapy with TAE and LAK-adoptive immunotherapy was conducted in 12 patients with HCC. Partial response to it was obtained in one case and minor response in three. However, no effectiveness was also found in eight (Progressive Disease: 1 case, No Change: 7 cases). Immunological response after combined TAE-LAK adoptive immunotherapy revealed that NK activity and LAK activity were markedly enhanced. Furthermore, the percentage of OKT-11+, IL-2R+ and Leu-7- 11c+ cells in the PBL had increased in number with statistically significant differences and OKT-8+ cells had increased in relative number. In conclusion, this study suggested that this combination therapy might be a well designed immunological and clinical therapy for HCC because it was done under the condition of well enhanced immunological parameters against tumors.